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Summary 
 
 What can we do to reduce the cost of living? Is there a product that can help us 
pay less for energy? How about re-designing a windmill that works in rural 
environments and produces enough energy that eventually leads to reduction of 
costs.  The second criterion that needs to be met is that the product needs a relatively 
short return on investment for the consumer. The general idea is that we need to have 
a renewable energy source closer to home. Therefore, I came up with the idea to use 
the restrictions imposed by the environment to generate a concept design.  
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Introduction 
 

Renewable and sustainable energy has become the topic of the century. 
Researchers from all around the world are constantly trying to come up with the most 
efficient product. Air pollution and global warming are issues that need to be dealt 
with. Due to the limitations of our planet’s resources, we need to stop polluting. 
Unfortunately, we cannot shop for planets as we wish; therefore we need to come up 
with plans to reduce our impact on the planet we call home. Our cold winter days in 
Quebec have got me thinking about wind power. Wind is a renewable and sustainable 
source that can be harnessed to produce energy. A study of fluid mechanics can help 
bring improvements to a standard model wind turbine.  
 

The Principles – Theory  
 
 Bernoulli’s equation is an important rule we need to use in order to increase 
efficiency. It states that the change of speed ∆𝑣 observed when a fluid flows through 
pipes with different diameters is caused by an acceleration. If acceleration exists, then 
a net force must be acting on the fluid, caused by the difference of pressure1. This 
equation fully states Bernoulli’s prediction:  

𝑝1 + 𝑑𝑔ℎ1 +
1

2
𝑑𝑣1

2 =  𝑝2 + 𝑑𝑔ℎ2 +
1

2
𝑑𝑣2

2 

 
This equation is only true if and only if viscosity is small enough to be 

considered negligible. On another note, another equation that can be of help when 
designing a wind turbine is this one: 

𝑣1𝐴1 = 𝑣2𝐴2. 
 

This equation states that the initial rate of flow is equal to the final rate of flow. 
The rate of flow is calculated by the speed (m/s) multiplied by the cross sectional area 
of the pipe. Therefore, a reduction in cross sectional area results in an increase in 
speed.  
 
 A derivative of Bernoulli’s equation that I will be using to find the net force 
that will help accelerate my turbine faster is the one we keep a constant height and 
change the wind speed and pressure. It is expressed like this: 
 

𝑝1 +
1

2
𝑑𝑣1

2 =  𝑝2 +
1

2
𝑑𝑣2

2 

Another theory we need to include in the process of design is the one proposed 
by Torricelli in 1643. It is called the Vena Contracta2. It is defined as the reduction in 

                                                        
1 Beiser, Arthur. Modern Technical Physics. 5th ed. Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley Pub., 1966. 

Print. 

 
2 McDonald, Kirk. "Vena Contracta." Joseph Henry Laboratories (2005). Print. 
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the area/diameter of a fluid jet after it emerges from an aperture in a pressurized 
reservoir. In order to use this in a design for a wind turbine system we need to 
consider the wind pressure and speed at the entrance of the wind tunnel as the part 
of the pressurized reservoir. The aperture on the other hand will be a set of 2 
aluminum sheet walls that will open and close, controlled by the microprocessor, 
reducing the final area, thus increasing the final velocity. The concept of the Vena 
Contracta will be in used when I decide the exact position where I will fix my 
propeller/generator assembly during the assembly of the final product at the specific 
location. 

 

Objectives 
 
As human beings, we love controlling. We always look for ways to control nature in 
our favor. During a walk around Vanier College with a device capable of plotting a 
graph of instant wind velocity over time I found out that there are places that the wind 
is constant, no matter what the direction is on the main street. This place is called a 
wind tunnel. The idea is not to put constrains on nature to produce our energy, but to 
use the restrains nature gives us to lower the costs of the device and increase 
efficiency. The period of time that a future customer will take to make a return on 
investment is going to define the feasibility of the project. Therefore it must be easy 
to build to lower costs of production and it must rely on natural phenomenon to 
operate efficiently.  

Concepts for Electronics And Propeller  
 
 With the help Jason Eddrief, from Industrial Electronics, we have assembled 
and programmed a device capable of acquiring the wind velocity and changing the 
configuration of the 2 walls in order to keep the final velocity constant. We can do this 
by adjusting the final distance of the opening at the end of the walls using Toricelli’s 
Equation.  
 

∴ 𝑣2 =
𝑣1𝑑1

𝑑2
  

 
Since the height of the walls will remain constant, the only variable is the 

distance; which explains why I modified the equation to use the distance “d” instead 
of the area “A” between the 2 walls. To clarify things even more, 𝑑1 represents the 
fixed distance between the walls at the entrance of the walls and 𝑑2 represents the 
final distance between the 2 walls at the end, which will be the controlled variable to 
adjust the velocity at the end of the wall.  
 
 During the conception we will be testing the new design for a vertical axis 
propeller with a common one. In order to increase efficiency, I need to take account 
of the pitch angle, or attack angle of the propeller to the wind. I do not have the right 
equipment to study the best attack angle myself, but a lot of work and research has 
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already been performed to answer my needs. The best attack angle, in other words 
the one that creates a maximum lift to drag ration happens at 6°.3 
 

Why chose a vertical axis propeller instead of a standard horizontal axis? To 
answer the question, we must consider that the applied force on the propeller is 
coming from the wind. We also must consider that when a larger area has contact 
with the wind, the propeller experiences more force. If the geometry of the area 
between the adjacent buildings is rectangular, we therefore need a rectangular cross-
sectional shape in order to increase the force. In order to do so, I consider a vertical 
axis propeller. 

Data 
 

Chart 1 - Wind Speed (mph) - Beween Vanier and The Church 
 

 
 

Chart 2 - Wind Speed (mph) - Between Vanier and The Church - Trail 2 
 

 
 
                                                        
3 Wang, Lin, Xinzy Tang, and Xiongwei Liu. "Blade Design Optimisation for Fixed-Pitch Fixed-Speed 

Wind Turbines." Blade Design Optimisation for Fixed-Pitch Fixed-Speed Wind Turbines. Hindawi 
Publishing Corporation, 1 Jan. 2012. Web. 24 Feb. 2015. 
<http://www.hindawi.com/journals/isrn/2012/68 
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These 2 graphs show the wind speed between the main building of Vanier 

College and the Church found right next to it. In this area, it is very rare to find the 
wind speed to be zero. As we can see in Figure 1, the geography and the environment 
are really important. We can see here that the passage between the main Vanier 
building and the Church on its right is a wind tunnel. No matter which direction the 
wind is blowing on St-Croix, it will eventually pass from there and create a steady 
current that is capable of producing a decent amount of electricity with the right 
equipment.  

Discussion  
 

With all the right information, I designed a vertical axis propeller with 6° 
attack angles which will mount of the small generator provided by the school in order 
to compare it to a traditional horizontal axis propeller. Not only will my design change 
the orientation of the axis of rotation, but also include the modifications, or the 
aluminum walls controlled by the sensors and the microcontroller. The 2 models will 
be studied at a smaller scale in a controlled environment. My design will be well built 
if it will be able to change its conformation to be able to keep the wind velocity a 
constant at the site of the propeller, therefore generating a steady angular 
acceleration in order to maintain a steady rpm. If a steady rpm is achieved for a long 
period of time, then for a future project, I can build a generator that is able to produce 
electricity at the same frequency and in phase to the current found in houses. If this 
is achieved, then the propeller/generator assembly will be able to be plugged in 
directly to the local grid and supply useful electricity.  

 
The fact of being able to directly feed electricity to our own grid without having 

a storage unit (batteries) or other devices, reduces the costs of owning a wind turbine 
by more than 50% since the accessories cost much more than the generator itself. 
Doing so, this assembly can be sold to 2 neighbors who find themselves in a location 
where they have a wind tunnel in between their 2 houses and wish to save costs on 
electricity and lower their impact on the environment.  

 
I stumbled upon the idea of setting up 2 walls to control the wind velocity in a 

wind tunnel because I was testing wind speeds around Vanier College. But as you can 
see, it isn’t obligatory to set up the assembly in between Vanier and the church on St-
Croix.. There wasn’t enought time to prepare the tests for the horizontal wind turbine 
to determine if it really is better than the standard one. The final results will be on 
time for the science fair. On the other hand, this concept gives me the opportunity to 
be able to test out a variety of designs for a system that operates under the same 
principles. The main idea is that we can use wind tunnes found everywhere in the city 
to generate electricity and save money at the same time. Nevertheless, on the other 
page, you will see 2 pictures of the 3D drawing of the propeller that will be fixed on 
the shaft. The propeller itself is easy to build and if any damage is done to one of its 
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blades, it is easy to change. It consists of 2 main pieces sketched using AutoCAD 
(Figure 1 and Figure 2). The propeller is made up of 2 pieces that are each 3D printed 
multiple times. One of the pieces is the part that will be fixed to the shaft. It will be 3D 
printed twice. The second piece is the blade itself. It has a pitch angle of 6 degrees and 
will be 3D printed 6 times. It also has little cubes coming out of each side that fits in 
the hole provided by the first piece.  

 
The propeller isn’t only the important aspect of the working machine. Equal if 

not more amount of time was put to automate the assembled machine. This idea 
would of not worked out if we lived in an era where microprocessers did not exist. 
Figure 1 shows the controlling circuit’s main diagram. It shows us how each 
component are connected together in order to control the opening and closing of the 
2 walls.  

 

  

Figure 1 - Circuit Diagram 
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In Figure 1, we see that there are a variety of machinery all working 

simultaneously. This is crucial for the effeciency of the generator. The electronics 
contain 3 main components; the sensors, the processor and the effectors. The sensor 
components are the anenometer, the electronic compass and the wind vane with 
positional feedback. These work together to deliver instantaneous data to the arduino 
microcontroller which can be seen as the processing unit. For future consultation, 
there is a data storage unit that stores the information. The last part of this circuit are 
the effectors. They are 2 servo motors controlling the opening and closing of the 
movable walls to set them at the desired distance to maintain the wind velocity a near 
constant. Last but not least, the generator assembly is placed against the wind velocit 
to generate electricity.  

 
To visualise how the control box will be set up, Figure 2 offers a side view 

depicting the wind vane, the anenometer and the digital compas. Also, if you wish to 
know how all of these components will be programmed to work together, please 
consult Appendix 3 for the Code.  

 

Figure 2 – Control Box 
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Figure 3 – Partially completed Control Box with stand-ins 
 

 
 

1. The anemometer affixed to the raiser for collecting wind speed. 
2. The electronic compass is fixed inside the riser. 
3. The wind vane currently using cardboard for mockup purposes. 
4. The stand-ins for the sheet metal walls that will eventually be controlled by 

the controller. 
5. A horizontal propeller as a stand-in for the wind turbine 
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Figure 3 – Side view of the propeller assembly – AutoCAD Inventor 

 

Figure 4 – Top View of Propeller Assembly – AutoCAD Inventor  

 

Conclusion 
 
 The concept of the propeller assembly and the ways it will worked changed 
about 50 times since I first proposed the idea to my teacher around a year ago. As the 
weeks passed, I was obtaining new information and broadening my knowledge. This 
is what science is; you always find a way to improve the previous idea. I used my 
student information to obtain AutoCAD inventor as a free student trail and learned 
how to use it over the weekend to design the propeller. A 3D print of the design will 
be ready in the coming weeks and a fully assembled machine should be presented 
during the Science Fair. This project has a lot of opportunities for future research 
since there are a lot of details that can be changed and tested. For example, the design 
of the blades and the propeller can be altered and the shape of the 2 walls can have 
their shape be changed to maximize efficiency. To actually be able to conduct proper 
research about these concerns, a 3D printer is needed to print newer models to 
compare them to the older ones and to increase the pace of the research. There will 
always be something new we can add; wind energy isn’t fully developed yet. To 
conclude, the information-processing unit is so crucial to a design like this one. So 
much that this project would have not been realizable if this technology did not exist. 
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APPENDIX I – Wind Data Logger code 
Written by Jason Eddrief  
 
/*using an anemometer 
http://www.adafruit.com/product/1733 
magnetometer for direction  
http://www.adafruit.com/products/1746 
I2C 
and a magnetic rotary encoder 
note: code not implemented due to unknown status on part 
http://www.madscientisthut.com/Shopping/agora.cgi?product=CNC%20/%20Rob
otic%20Sensors&user4=Rotary%20Encoder&xm=on 
I2C 
all logged to an SD card 
*/ 
#include <Wire.h> 
#include <SD.h> 
#include <RTClib.h> 
#include <Adafruit_Sensor.h> 
#include <Adafruit_HMC5883_U.h> 
const int chipSelect = 10; 
const float tao =2*PI; 
RTC_DS1307 rtc; 
Adafruit_HMC5883_Unified mag = Adafruit_HMC5883_Unified(12345); 
DateTime currentT; 
DateTime nextT(0,0,0,0,0,0); 
char dataName[16]; 
char logName[16]; 
int lock; 
void setup ()  
{ 
  Serial.begin(9600); 
  pinMode(9,INPUT_PULLUP); 
  pinMode(8,INPUT_PULLUP); 
  pinMode(7,INPUT_PULLUP); 
  pinMode(6,INPUT_PULLUP); 
  pinMode(5,INPUT_PULLUP); 
  pinMode(4,INPUT_PULLUP);// key switch 
  pinMode(10, OUTPUT); 
  pinMode(13, OUTPUT);//sd busie 
   #ifdef AVR 
  Wire.begin(); 
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  #endif 
  Serial.println("Initializing SD card..."); 
  if (!SD.begin(chipSelect)) 
  { 
    Serial.println("Card failed, or not present"); 
    // don't do anything more: 
    return; 
  } 
  Serial.println("card initialized."); 
   
  //make the log file and (happens each time the system boots) 
     for(int a=0;;a++) 
   { 
    sprintf(logName, "LOG_%03d.csv", a); 
    if(!SD.exists(logName)) 
     { 
      File dataFile = SD.open(logName, FILE_WRITE); 
      dataFile.println("DATE(dd:mm::yyyy),TIME, Message ,Priorty"); 
      dataFile.close(); 
       break; 
       } 
     } 
 
   rtc.begin(); 
 
  if (! rtc.isrunning())  
  { 
         rtc.adjust(DateTime(F(__DATE__), F(__TIME__))); 
      // rtc.adjust(DateTime(2014, 1, 21, 3, 0, 0)); 
      error("Time set",1); 
  } 
 error("Boot up",3); 
  if(!mag.begin()) 
  { 
   
    Serial.println("no HMC5883 detected”); 
    error("No Compass",0); 
    //add indicator led 
  }  
      
  Serial.print("Heading (degrees): "); 
  Serial.println(mHeading()); 
  Serial.print("time is now: "); 
  DateTime now = rtc.now(); 
  nextT= rtc.now(); 
  Serial.print(now.year(), DEC); 
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  Serial.print('/'); 
  Serial.print(now.month(), DEC); 
  Serial.print('/'); 
  Serial.print(now.day(), DEC); 
  Serial.print(' '); 
  Serial.print(now.hour(), DEC); 
  Serial.print(':'); 
  Serial.print(now.minute(), DEC); 
  Serial.print(':'); 
  Serial.print(now.second(), DEC); 
  Serial.println(); 
   
    Serial.println("making log file"); 
  //create new data file  
  for(int a=0;;a++) 
  { 
    sprintf(dataName, "WIND_%03d.csv", a); 
    if(!SD.exists(dataName)) 
    { 
      File dataFile = SD.open(dataName, FILE_WRITE); 
      dataFile.print("File created:"); 
      dataFile.print(now.day(), DEC); 
      dataFile.print(':'); 
      dataFile.print(now.month(), DEC); 
      dataFile.print(':'); 
      dataFile.print(now.year(), DEC); 
      dataFile.print(" - "); 
      dataFile.print(now.hour(), DEC); 
      dataFile.print(':'); 
      dataFile.print(now.minute(), DEC); 
      dataFile.print(':'); 
      dataFile.println(now.second(), DEC); 
      dataFile.println("DATE(dd:mm::yyyy),TIME,WIND SPEED (km/h),HEADING"); 
      dataFile.close(); 
 
      break; 
    } 
    } 
       String name ="Data file is: "+ (String)dataName; 
      error(name,3);   
} 
int lst=0,selector=0; 
void loop() 
{ 
 lock=digitalRead(4); 
if ( lock == 0) 
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{ 
  for (int i=5;i<9;i++) 
  { 
    if (digitalRead(i) ==0 && lst !=i) 
  selector = i-5; 
  lst=i;  
  String mode("selector set to mode: " +selector); 
  error(mode,3); 
 } 
} 
currentT = rtc.now(); 
if (nextT.unixtime() <= currentT.unixtime()) 
{ record(); 
  switch(selector) 
  { 
    case 0: //1 min interval 
    nextT = currentT.unixtime() +60; 
    break; 
        
    case 1: //15 min interval 
     nextT= currentT.unixtime() +900; 
    break; 
     
    case 2: //30 min interval 
     nextT= currentT.unixtime() +1800; 
     
    break;   
    case 3: //45 min intervul 
     nextT = currentT.unixtime() +2700; 
     
    break; 
    case 4: //60 min intervul 
     nextT = currentT.unixtime() +3600; 
    } 
  } 
 } 
void record() 
{ 
currentT = rtc.now(); 
 
File dataFile = SD.open(dataName, FILE_WRITE); 
if (dataFile) 
{ digitalWrite(13, HIGH); 
    dataFile.print('"'); 
    dataFile.print(currentT.day(), DEC); 
    dataFile.print(':'); 
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    dataFile.print(currentT.month(), DEC); 
    dataFile.print(':'); 
    dataFile.print(currentT.year(), DEC); 
    dataFile.print('"'); 
    dataFile.print(","); 
    dataFile.print(currentT.hour(), DEC); 
    dataFile.print(":"); 
        if (currentT.minute() <= 9) 
    { 
      dataFile.print('0'); 
      dataFile.print(currentT.minute(), DEC); 
    } 
    else 
    { 
    dataFile.print(currentT.minute(), DEC); 
    } 
    dataFile.print(":"); 
    dataFile.print(currentT.second(), DEC); 
      dataFile.print(','); 
       
      dataFile.print(wSpeed()); 
      dataFile.print(','); 
      dataFile.print(mHeading()); 
      dataFile.println(""); 
      dataFile.close(); 
Serial.print("data recorded:"); 
Serial.print(wSpeed()); 
Serial.print(", "); 
Serial.println(mHeading()); 
} 
digitalWrite(13, LOW); 
} 
 
float wSpeed() 
{ 
  //81 =0 m/s the annomommeter is 0.4v to max of 2v (should use 3.3 vref) 
  //0-32.5m/s  
  //409.2=50m/s  6.564 b/m +81 
 //for 3.3 v ref 
  
 const float m=15.0261, b = 124; 
   float x = analogRead(A2); 
  float z=(m*x)+b; 
  return (z*60*60)/1000; 
    
  //for 5vref 
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 /* const float m = 6.564; 
  const float b =81; 
  float x = analogRead(A2); 
  float z=(m*x)+b; 
  return (z*60*60)/1000; 
  */ 
 //return 100; 
} 
//magnetic heading of the box 
float mHeading() 
{ 
  //note tao= 2PI 
 sensors_event_t event;  
  mag.getEvent(&event); 
  float heading = atan2(event.magnetic.y, event.magnetic.x); 
   heading += 0.24; //adjust for magnetic declination (motreal ~.24rad) 
    if(heading < 0) 
    heading += tao; 
   if(heading > tao) 
    heading -= tao; 
   return heading * 180/M_PI;  
    
} 
 
//wind heading data 
float wHeading() 
{ 
   
  //360 / 1023= 0.3519 deg per bit 
  const float m = 0.3519;  
  float x = analogRead(0); 
  float wAngle = m*x; 
  float heading = mHeading()+wAngle+180; 
    while (heading > 360) 
  {  heading -= 360;} 
  return heading; 
  
   
 // return 100; 
} 
//takes in a log message and priorty 3= boot messages, 2= special event, 1=warning, 
0= fatal  
void error(String message , int priorty) 
{ 
  digitalWrite(13, HIGH); 
  currentT = rtc.now(); 
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   File dataFile = SD.open(logName, FILE_WRITE); 
    dataFile.print('"'); 
    dataFile.print(currentT.day(), DEC); 
    dataFile.print(':'); 
    dataFile.print(currentT.month(), DEC); 
    dataFile.print(':'); 
    dataFile.print(currentT.year(), DEC); 
    dataFile.print('"'); 
    dataFile.print(","); 
    dataFile.print(currentT.hour(), DEC); 
    dataFile.print(":"); 
        if (currentT.minute() <= 9) 
    { 
      dataFile.print('0'); 
      dataFile.print(currentT.minute(), DEC); 
    } 
    else 
    { 
    dataFile.print(currentT.minute(), DEC); 
    } 
    dataFile.print(":"); 
    dataFile.print(currentT.second(), DEC); 
      dataFile.print(','); 
       
      dataFile.print(message); 
      dataFile.print(" "); 
      dataFile.print(','); 
      dataFile.print(priorty); 
      dataFile.println(""); 
      dataFile.close(); 
      digitalWrite(13, LOW); 
} 
 
 
 


